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Full course, 11 weeks

The course introduces learners to object-oriented programming, the programming language
Python and its use for data programming and analytics.
Prerequisite Knowledge

Learners shoud have a basic understanding of matrix al-gebra and statistics. The course is suitable for learnerswith no prior experience of programming, however thecourse advances at a brisk pace. Learners with no prior

experience in programming should expect a larger timecommitment in order to fully benefit from the course.

Intended Learning OutcomesBy the end of this course learners will be able to:
design and implement functions and classes inPython;make efficient use of the data structures built intoPython, such as lists;describe and exploit features of object-oriented de-sign such as polymorphism and inheritance.

implement data management and visualisation tasksin Python;implement data-analytic tasks in Python using exter-nal libraries such as scikit-learn, NumPy/SciPy andpandas.
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Syllabus

Week 1Installing Anaconda PythonOverview over front endsOverview of distinctive featuresof PythonData types in PythonStringsControl structures: if, for and
while

Week 2Data framesTransforming, subsetting andmerging data framesReading and writing data from/tofiles
Week 3List, tuples and setsDictionariesComprehensions
Week 4Introduction to object-orientedprogrammingCreating classes
Week 5Further object-oriented pro-grammingInheritanceDuck typing

Mid-term week break

Week 6Working with vectors and matri-ces in NumPyLinear algebra in NumPy andSciPy
Week 7Pandas SeriesPandas DataFramesData manipulation in pandas
Week 8Efficient methods for data man-agement in pandasMerging, grouping and sum-marising data in pandas
Week 9 (sample material)Plotting using matplotlibData visualisation using seabornand the plotting functions in pan-das.
Week 10Simple statistical inference usingSciPy.Fitting regression models usingstatsmodels.
Week 11Fitting machine learning modelsusing scikit-learnPre-processing data for machinelearning modelsCreating pipelines

“Interesting tasks and the video
solutions are great”

Online Learning
• Weekly live sessions with tu-tor(s)• Weekly learning material(reading material, videos,exercises with model answers)• Bookable one-to-one sessionswith tutor(s)

Textbooks
M. Lutz. Learning Python.O’Reilly. A. B. Downey. ThinkPython. O’Reilly.https://greenteapress.com/wp/think-python-2eJ. Vanderplas. Python Data Sci-ence Handbook. O’Reilly.https://jakevdp.github.io/PythonDataScienceHandbook/W. McKinney. Python for DataAnalysis. O’Reilly.

Assessment
(for credit only)
This will typically be made up of 5
pieces of assessment, including pro-
gramming assignments, an individual
project and an oral assessment.

SoftwareTo take our courses please use an up-to-date version of a standard browser (such asGoogle Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Internet Explorer or Microsoft Edge) and a PDF reader(such as Acrobat Reader). Learning material will be distributed through Moodle. Weencourage all learners to install Anaconda Python and provide detailled installation in-structions, but learners can also use free cloud based services (Google Colab). Learnersneed to install Zoom for participating in video conferencing sessions. We recommendthe use of a head set for video conferencing sessions.
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